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And the other question is, will the

1

2

testimony and exhibits from this segment of the

3

hearing be posted at some time in the near

4

future, sot hat we may rev i e wit b e for e the n ext

5

session?

6

JUDGE PALMER:

I am not g 0 i n g t 0 ask you t 0

7

for a while.

8

answer that at this second.

9

b e for e we i e a v e .

10

Think about that

MR. BESHORE:

VV will do that

Just to make a

11

similar request with respect to an ERS,

12

economic staff analysis of proposals in the

or the

14

hearing, i fit we r e p 0 s sib Ie, we w 0 u i d i i k e t 0
request that the IDFA positions as reflected in

15

Dr. Yonkers' testimony, which we re not analyzed

16

by Dr. McDowelL. be analyzed,

13

17

18
19
20

if that is

possible, in the same manner that the other
proposals have been for the next session.
JUDGE PALMER:

Let's go off the

record for a minute.

21

(Thereupon, a discussion was held off

22

the record.)

23

JUDGE PALMER:

So that all and

24

everyone understands what is going to happen at

25

the next hearing, which is going to begin at

ii
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1

00 p m

on A P r i 1 9, 2 00 7 i n I n d i a nap 0 lis

at

2

the place that has been stated a moment ago.

3

that hotel,

4

going to try to do something to make sure that

5

we do finish that week

in advance of that hearing,

we are

And 0 n e 0 f the t h i n g s we are go in g t 0

6

7

do, we are s tat i n g now t hat the 0 r d e r 0 f

8

testimony will follow the proposals

9

notice,

at least

in respect to the

in the

direct,

s 0

to

t hat we will fir s t t a k e the d ire c t t est i m 0 n y on

11

the proposals in order,

12

the convenience of parties

13

to be the rule of thumb,

subject to change,

But that is going

if you will

And we wi 11 also have at the hearing

14
15

a sign-up sheet for all

16

testify in opposition to any of those

17

proponents,

18

people principally -- well,

19

order of signing up,

4)

problems

21

will review it t hat day and we w i 11 see i f

22

can set

23

testify

24
25

for

to sign who wish to

and we will try t 0 a c com mod ate tho s e

I won't say just in

because there may be some

But we will get a s i g n - ups h e e t and I
we

up some appropriate times for them to

The r e will the n be a - - s 0 we will

take the direct testimony,

the n we w i 11 t a k e
'I

II
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1

testimony in opposition.

2

(T her e up 0 n , a d i s c u s s ion was he 1 doff

3

the record.)

4

JUDGE PAL tv E R :

A gain,

We will take all

this is a

of the

5

rule of thumb.

6

proposals, t est i m 0 n y by pc 0 pIe i n f a v 0 r 0 f the

7

pro p 0 s a 1 s fir s t , and the n we will t a k e p cop i e

8
9

who are opponents of any or all
proposals.
However,

10

i tis

of those

understood that some

11

of the people giving direct testimony in favor

12

of some proposals may go on to testify in

13

opposition to other proposals.

14

We will then take time to allow for

15

rebuttal, and we will then have Government and

16

other witnesses of that sort come back as well

Statements.

17

All of the people who

18

i n ten d t 0 sub il its tat e men t s 0 f the S 0 r t t hat we

19

are receiving as exhibits shall provide them to

20

the Department of Agriculture on or before March

21

29 t h .

22

(Thereupon, a discussion was held off

23

the record.)

24

JUDG E PAL MER:

25

They will send them

to amsda i rycomments. usda _.
'I

II
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1

MS. PICHELMAN:

At usda.gov.

2

JUDGE PALMER:

Let's strike that.

3

I will do it again, amsdairycomments(0usda.gov.

4

And they will provide them by March 29th.

5

nothing here means that people can't still come

6

tot h e h ear i n g and g i v e a s tat e men t, but we are

7

trying to encourage them to get their longer

8

written type statements in before the hearing

9

so that they can be reviewed.

Now,

The statements will then be made

10
11

a v a i I a b I eon the Web sit e, ass 0 0 n asp 0 s sib I e

12

after March 29th.

13

Let me s top a g a in.

14

(Thereupon,

15

the record.)

16

JUDGE PALMER:

a discussion was he I d 0 f f

Howsoever, in

statements of

17

respect to opposition testimony,

18

that sort,

19

statements will not have been prepared in

20

advance of the hearing.

And they will still be

21

received at the hearing,

even though they were

22

not sent in by March 29th.

it is understood that many of these

All right.

23

I w i I i see everybody. I

24

guess,

then in Indianapolis.

25

t rip.

Mr. Beshore?

Have a good,

sa f e

'r

j¡

ij
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MR.

1

2

any advance notifications to us in terms of what

3

t Y P e - - how Ion g we are go in g tog 0 d ail y a t

4

Indianapolis in order to try to get the job done

5

and how lo n g we are go i n g tog 0 on F ri day 0 f

6

that week?

We are going to be challenged.

Yeah, I understand.

JUDGE PAL MER:

7

a

V\ are g 0 i n g t 0 s tar tat i: 0 0 p. m .. and we are

9

go 1 n g t 0 fin ish on F rid a y a t 1 2

noo n.

10

might do some evening sessions,

but I really

11

would try to do it nine to five each of those

12

day s.

But we

But, i f nee e s s a r y, we may go i n t 0

13

evening sessions.

14

some

15

get home too.

16

we nee d F rid a y aft ern 0 0 n for t hat.

I think everybody has to

And t r a vel is such that I think

MS. PICHELMAN:

17

Your Honor, the

18

testimony from this hearing and exhibits should

19

hopefully be available within approximately ten

20

business day s.

There was a request for that.

Also, the request for additional

21

22

economic analysis was noted.

23

don e.

24

on to those who would do it.

25
.1'

Do you want to make

BESHORE;

Maybe it can be

But it surely 1 s noted and will be passed

JUDGE PAL MER:

You h a vet a ken t hat
'I
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1

r e que s tan d you w i I I get b a c k tot hem by - - how

2

do you get back to them?

3

c a I Ion the p h 0 n e 0 r put ¡to nth e Web sit e ?

Oh, the result

MR. ROWER:

4
5

Do you g i vet hem a

could be posted.
JUDGE PALMER:

W; will post that

8

MR. CARMAN;

I f we get 0 n e .

9

MS. PICHELMAN:

The request was

6

7

too.

10

noted and will

11

do it.

12

13

be passed on to those who would

Thank you.
JUDGE PALMER:

Anything further?

VI wi i i see you in Indianapolis.

14

(Thereupon, the proceedings were

15

adjourned at 12:17 o'clock p.m.)

16
17

18
19

2)
21

22

23
24
25

- - -
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Rosenbaum, Steven
From:

Rosenbaum, Steven

Sent:

Monday, April 02, 2007 5:21 PM

To:

'Ben Yale'

Subject:

RE: Witness statements

Do you have a prediction when they wil be ready?
-----Original Message-uu
From: Ben Yale (mai1to:ben~yale1awoffice.comJ

Sent: Monday, April 02, 2007 5:21PM
To: Rosenbaum, Steven
Subject: Re: Witness statements
As soon as they are complete and approved by the clients.

Benjamin F. Yale

.'

Yale Law Office, LP
527 North Westminster Street
P.O. Box 100
Waynesfie1d, OH 45896
(419) 568-5751
(419) 568-6413 FAX

http://www.dairyles.com

http://www.yalelawoffice.com

-~-~--~-------~~---~~~-~-~~~~~~~~~~-~--------------------------------~-----~--~--------------------------------------------------------

--------

""""-~""--THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS TRANSMISSION IS ATTORNEY
PRIVILEGED AND/OR CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION INTENDED FOR THE USE OF
THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY NAMED ABOVE. IF THE READER OF THIS MESSAGE
IS NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY
DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION OR COPYING OF THIS COMMUNICATION IS
STRICTLY PROHIBITED.
_u_- Original Message _u_-

From: "Rosenbaum, StevenH 'srosenbaum~cov.com~
To: !tBen Yalel1 ,ben~yale1awoffice.com::

Sent: Monday, April 02, 2007 4:55 PM
Subject: RE: Witness statements

Are you going to be providing the written witness statements? If so, when?
EXHlIBIT B
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-----Original Message-u-From: Ben Yale (mai1to:ben~yalelawoffice.comJ
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2007 4:55 PM
To: Rosenbaum, Steven
Subject: Re: Witness statements
No. That is not the intention.
Benjamin F. Yale

Yale Law Office, LP
527 North Westminster Street
P.O. Box 100
Waynesfield, OH 45896

(419) 568-5751
(419) 568-6413 FAX

http://www.dairyles.com
http://www.yalelawoffice.com

----~~~------------------------~-----~------~~~~~~~----~-------------------------------~----~-~~--------------------------------------THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS TRANSMISSION IS ATTORNEY
PRIVILEGED AND/OR CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION INTENDED FOR THE USE OF
THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY NAMED ABOVE. IF THE READER OF THIS MESSAGE
IS NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY
DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION OR COPYING OF THIS COMMUNICATION IS
STRICTLY PROHIBITED.
u_-- Original Message --_u
From: HRosenbaum, Steven" -:srosenbaum~cov.com::

To: -:benyale~cs,com::

Sent: Monday, April 02, 2007 9:07 AM
Subject: Witness statements

Ben, USDA has posted a number of witness statements at the urllisted below, but nothing on
behalf of any of

your clients. Does this mean that you do not intend to present any additional

witnesses in support of any of clients' proposals?

http://www.ams.usda.gov/dairy/class _III_IV --r - foimulas/class - III - IV_hear

ing.htm
Steven J. Rosenbaum

Covington & Burling LLP
2

-1201 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004

(202) 662-5568
(202) 778-5568 fax

srosenbaum~cov.com
www.cov.com
This message is from a law firm and may contain information that is confidential or legally
you are not the intended recipient, please immediately advise the sender by reply
e-mail that this message has been inadvertently transmitted to you and delete this e-mail from
your system. Thank you for your cooperation.
privileged. If

3

EXHIBIT C

Rosenl:aum, Steven
From:
Sent:

Rosenbaum, Steven

To:

Wednesday, April 04, 2007 2:02 PM
'Daniel Smith'

Subject:

RE: Testimony at upcoming hearing

We disagree completely that you are permtted to go forward in support of a proposal you are
sponsoring without providing a written statement substantially in advance of the hearing.
---nOriginal Messagß-n-From: Daniel Smith (mailto:dsmithêdairycompact.org)
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2007 11 :42 AM
To: Rosenbaum, Steven

Subject: RE: Testimony at upcoming hearing

Hello Steve: It is my understanding from reading the ALTs statement that testimony
submission was desired but not required. We do intend to present testimony in support of the

proposaL. Dan Smith
64 Main Street
P.O. Box 801
Montpelier, VT 05601
(802) 229-6661
-----Original Message----From: Rosenbaum, Steven (mailto:srosenbaum~cov.comJ
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2007 11 :09 AM

To: dsmith~dairycompact.org
Subject: Testimony at upcoming hearing

The ALJ indicated at the end of the Cleveland hearing that witnesses who would be appearing
in Indianapolis next week in support of any of the proposals should submit their written
testimony by last Thursday to it
could be posted on the AMS Website today. USDA has posted a number of
your client with respect to
its proposal No. 18. Does this mean that you do not intend to present any witnesses in support
this proposal?
witness statements at the urllisted below, but nothing on behalf of

of

http://www.ams.usda.gov/dairy/class- III_iV yr - formulas/class _III_iV _hear
ing.htm

Steven J. Rosenbaum
Covington & Burling LLP
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1201 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
(202) 662-5568
(202) 778-5568 fax

srosenbaum~cov.com
WWW.cov.com
This message is ÍÌom a law finn and may contain infonnation that is confidential or legally

you are not the intended recipient, please immediately advise the sender by reply
e-mail that this message has been inadvertently transmitted to you and delete this e-mail from
your system. Thank you for your cooperation.
privileged. If
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DAIRY PRODUCERS OF NEW MEXICO

SELECT MILK PRODUCERS, INC.
CONTINENTAL DAIRY PRODUCTS, INC.

LONE STAR MILK PRODUCERS, INC.

ZIA MILK PRODUCERS, INC.
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1.

Introduction
I am testifying today as the general counsel and regulatory affairs consultant for Dairy

Producers of New Mexico, a voluntary trade association of dairy farmers in New Mexico and

West Texas. I am also testifying in the same capacity for Select Milk Producers, Inc., a Capper-

Volstead milk marketing cooperative with members in New Mexico, Kansas and Texas and
Continental Dairy Products, Inc., a Capper-Volstead, milk marketing cooperative with members
in Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana. Our testimony is also endorsed by Lone Star Milk Producers,

Inc., a Capper-Volstead milk marketing cooperative with members in Arkansas, Kansas,

Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico and Tennessee, and

Zia Milk Producers, Inc., a Capper-Volstead milk marketing cooperative with members in New

Mexico. Collectively, the marketing cooperatives market approximately 8 bilion pounds of
milk per year, virtually all of it within Federal milk marketing areas- including the Mideast,
Southwest, Southeast, Florida, Appalachian, Central, and Upper Midwest. They have, from time
to time, also marketed milk into the Arizona order.

Weare grateful to the Department for noticing the proposals and providing this

opportunity to explain why they should be adopted. Each of these organizations support the

system of Federal milk marketing orders and have worked for years to make them more
responsive to the needs of producers. In particular they believe that the hearing process is
essential to the continued success of

II.

The Scope of

the program.

this Testimony

The Departent has noticed six proposals of Dairy Producers of

New Mexico. Proposals

6, 7, and 8 each deal with the factors in the pricing formulas affected by shrink factors, butterfat

recovery, and product yields. While listed as three discrete proposals, our position is that each
proposal is part of a whole. That is not to say that the Departent could not, for example,
2

't

(.

correct the arithmetic error in the calculation of butterfat shrink without addressing the issue of
butterfat recovery. But we view the proposals as a singular effort to amend the yield portions of
the pricing fonnulas to more accurately and fairly establish minimum prices for producers.

Accordingly, my testimony wil first address Proposals 6, 7, and 8. I wil also provide testimony
concerning our Proposal 3 which addresses make allowances. As indicated at the first hearing in

Strongsvile, our Proposal 4, which proposed the establishment of a separate Class II butterfat
price, has been withdrawn.
Finally, another witness, Mary Ledman, wil testify about our Proposal

15, dealing with

the use of prices as reported on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, CME, as a replacement for

the NASS survey of dairy products currently used to compute minimum component prices.

A. Summary of positions.
This testimony wil support the need to make changes as follows:

1. For the butter to butterfat component formula, change the yield from 1.20 to 1.22 and
the make allowance from 12.02 cents to 11.50 cents. 7 CFR 1000.50(1).
2. For the cheese to protein formula, change the make allowance for cheese from 16.92

cents per pound to 16.38 cents per pound, the protein yield from 1.383 to 1.405, the

butterfat yield from 1.572 to 1.652, and the butterfat to tre protein ratio from 1.17
to 1.214. 7 CFR 1000.50(n)(2), (3)(í), (3)(iii).

3. For the NFDM to solids not fat formula, change make allowance from 15.7 cents to
14.10 cents per

pound. 7 CFR 1000.50(m).

4. For the Dry Whey to Other Solids, change the make allowance from 19.56 cents to
15.9 cents. 7 CFR 1000.50(0).

3

L

..

III.

Supporting Documents

In support of this testimony I wil rely upon a number of documents. Unless made a part

of this hearing earlier, the documents I will rely on have been bound into a single exhibit,
letters A
number _. Within Exhibit -' individual documents are identified by the capital

through -' Throughout this testimony I wil reference them only by the document letter. A

list of each of these lettered documents appears at the beginning of the exhibit package along

with the source of the document More information on the source, meaning, and relevance of
each Document wil be provided at the time it is referenced in the testimony.

iv.

The need for upward price adjustments in commodity to component

prices.
Since the demise of the Minnesota-Wisconsin Price Series, M- W, and the Basic Formula

Price, BFP, producer input into the prices they receive under the Federal milk marketing orders,
has virtually disappeared. Then, the competitive situation in the Upper Midwest required cheese

milk producing or risk

plants and other milk buyers to respond to the on-the-farm economics of

losing their milk supply. Plants paid higher prices when feed costs were high, and passed those
costs onto their customers and on to the consuming public. It was not a perfect system, but it did

an excellent job of discovering the competitive value of milk in the marketplace and the FMMO
system guaranteed producers would receive that value. That is no longer the case today.

We now have a system wherein the determinative factor is the cost to make cheese and

other dairy products, not how much it costs to produce milk, or even if producers receive
suffcient money to cover their costs. Even the data on the costs to produce products is woefully
incomplete.
The result has been a financial catastrophe to dairy fanners. Regardless of size, location,

breed or geography, dairy farmers are losing money and doing so at record rates. As Gary
4

Genske pointed out in his testimony, even the larger, more efficient herds are losing money. Ken

Bailey showed that there is an ever shrinking gross margin to producers, exposing them to
continued loss of equity.

Several USDA publications have been noticed, including Mailbox Prices in the FMMO

reported by AMS and the Cost of Production reported by ERS. Document A shows three
selected states where the values have been compared and cost of production exceeds income. In
that Document, for New Mexico, I used the Texas costs although discussions with my clients in

both states suggest that the feed costs are higher in New Mexico, particularly in the Roswell
area.

The Agricultural & Food Policy Center at Texas A&M publishes an analysis which
observes several "panel farms" of varying size, location, and product. "The chief purpose of this
analysis is to project those farms' economic viability by region and commodity for 2007 through

2012." The 2007 Baseline Working Paper shows that dairy farms face serious economic risks.

Document B contains the dairy portion of that report.
http://www .albc.tamu.edu!.

The full report can be found at

Under the "Recent Publications" option, select "2007 Baseline

Working Paper".

Figure 5 of that report graphical1y shows the distribution of poor, marginal and good
financial condition of the representative dairies. A comparison of the January 2006 to January

2007 reports shows an increase in the number of farms in poor condition from six to ten with
four in marginal conditions in both reports. As a result, beginning in 2007, 14 of the 23 panel
dairies are in marginal to poor condition. The Dairy portion of the January 2006 report is found

at Document C.

A combination of several factors combine to put a financial stranglehold on producers.

The first is the rapid rise in grain prices II response to the growing demand for ethanol
5

production. Second, significant increases in fuel costs have had the effect of increasing the cost
of feeds through increased transportation and decreases in mailbox prices through increased
hauling costs. Third, the rise in com prices has also reduced the value of buH calves to near

zero. General inflation has also reduced farm income.

For example, in New Mexico, producer prices are about $2.00 cwt under what is needed

for positive cash flow. A typical 2000 cow dairy in New Mexico produces 140,000 pounds of
loss of in
milk per day. A $2.00 cwt shortfall amounts to a daily loss of $2,800 and an annual

excess of one milHon dollars. At an average investment of $3,000 per cow, that is a reduction of
16% of

the total capital and debt. No farm can sustain such losses in the long term.

Current milk pricing is inadequate to meet even the cash expenses of most dairies.
Unless this is resolved quickly, there wil be a significant reduction in the milking herd and the
supply of milk I do not believe the phrase "disorderly marketing" means anything, but I do

believe that a government policy that forces farms to transfer their equity to plants and customers

by supplying their milk at below cost destabilzes the market.

v.

Explanation of the commodity to component prices and their use.

Current Federal order pricing calculates four class prices nom four component prices
derived nom four commodities. Document D is a printout of the formulas used since 2000 and

each year thereafter as reported at the USDA These were downloaded nom the AMS Dairy
Programs website at http://www.ams.usda.gov/dvfmos/mib/clsl.rodcmpPl.htm. The critical
part of these formulas for this hearing is found under Class II where the formulas for the Protein

Price, Other Solids Price, and Butterfat Price are stated and Class iv where the Nonfat SoUds
Price formula is stated.

Each of these component formulas is stated as the product price less the make al10wance

with the result multiplied by a yield. For protein, an adjustment is made to accommodate the use
6

of the Class iv butterfat price for Class III. The product prices are the result of surveys by

NASS.
I have relìed almost entirely on 2006 data because It is the most current twelve month

period for which we have complete data. Further both the Cornell and California cost studies are

applicable to that year. Document E lists the NASS prices for 2006 as used in the pricing

formulas. The table was downloaded from the AMS Dairy Programs site at
http://vvww.ams.usda.gov/dvfrnos/mìb/nasspre2006.pdf.Itis Table 30 of the FMMO annual

statistics. I wil use the simple annual average of the "final" prices- butter at 1.2193, NFDM at
0.8874, cheese at 1.2470, and dr whey at 0.3285.
Document F is Table 31 of the Annual Statistics -- Federal Milk Order Class I and Class

II Advanced Prices and Pricing Factors, 2006.

Document G is Table 32 of the Annual

Statistics--Federal Milk Order Class II, Class II, and Class iv Milk and Component Prices,
2006. These are official reports of USDA as found at the AMS Dairy WebsIte. Note that by

applying the formulas found in Document D on the average of the commodity prices in

Document E wil not necessarily yield the same numbers as the class and component prices in
Documents F and G.

Document H, Table 33--Federal Milk Order Principal Pricing Points, with Class I
Differentials, Document I, Table 34--Class I Skim Milk Price, by Federal Milk Order Marketing
Area, 2006, Document J, Table 35--Class I Butterfat Price, by Federal Milk Order Marketing
Area, 2006, and Document K, Table 36--Class i Milk Price, by Federal Milk Order Marketing

Area, 2006, represent the use of the Document D formulas for 2006 in setting the Class I prices
in each of the orders.

These are also official reports of USDA as found at the AMS Dairy

Website.

7

Document L, Table 5--Number of Producers Delivering Milk to Handlers Regulated
Under Federal Orders, by Marketing Area, 2006, Document M, Table 6--Receipts of Producer
Milk by Handlers Regulated Under Federal Orders, by Marketing Area, 2006 and Document N,
Table 7--Average Daily Delivery of Milk Per Producer to Handlers Regulated Under Federal

Orders, by Marketing Area, 2006 are offcial reports of USDA as found at the AMS Dairy
Website. These wil be used to provide producer data that wil be used to show how price
changes impact producers. In estimating the impact of changes, the total receipts for producers

for the year (Document M) were divided by the number of producers in December (Document

L). i chose to use the December number of 51,355 rather than the simple average as it more
closely represents the numbers today. The simple average of production per producer per year

will be multiplied times changes to the blend prices estimated for various changes. The impact

on producers who are outside of the FMMO system are not estimated. USDA has repeatedly,
and correctly, asserted that the changes to pricing in the FMMO has an impact on all milk sold in

the Nation. We have not sought to estimate that impact

Document 0, Table 8--Butterfat Test of Producer Milk, by Federal Milk Order
Marketing Area, 2006, Document P, Table 9--Nonfat Solids Test of Producer Milk, by Federal

Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006, Document Q, Table 10--Protein (True) Test of Producer
Milk, by Federal Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006 and Document R, Table ll--Other Solids

Test of Producer Milk, by Federal Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006 are also offcial reports of

USDA as found at the AMS Dairy Website. These wil be used to ilustrate the per class
computations used later.

Document S, Table 13--Utilization of Producer Milk in Class i Products, by Federal
Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006, Document T, Table l4--Class 1 Utilization Percentage of
Producer Milk, by Federal Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006, Document U, Table l5--Butterfat
8

Test of Producer Milk Used in Class I Products, by Federal Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006,
Producer Milk Used in Class I Products, by
and Document V, Table 16--Nonfat Solids Test of

Federal Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006 are offcial reports of USDA as found at the AMS

Dairy Website. The numbers in those tables, particularly the annual averages, are used to
compute the impact on Class I values at test

Document W, Table 17--Utilization of Producer Milk in Class II Products, by Federal

Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006, Document X, Table 18--Class II Utilzation Percentage of
Producer Milk, by Federal Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006, Document Y, Table 19--Butterfat

Test of producer Milk Used in Class II Products, by Federal Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006
and Document Z, Table 20--Nonfat Solids Test of producer Milk Used in Class II Products, by

Federal Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006 are offcial reports of USDA as found at the AMS

Dairy Website. The numbers in those tables, particularly the annual averages, are used to
compute the impact on Class II values at test.
Document AA, Table 2l--Utilzation of

Producer Milk in Class II Products, by Federal

Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006, Document BB, Table 22--Class II Utilzation Percentage of

Producer Milk, by Federal Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006, Document CC, Table 23-Butterfat Test of Producer Milk Used in Class II Products, by Federal Milk Order Marketing
Area, 2006, Document DD, Table 24--Protein (True) Test of Producer Milk Used in Class II

Products, by Federal Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006, and Document EE, Table 25--0ther
Solids Test of

producer Milk Used in Class II Products, by Federal Milk Order Marketing Area,

2006 are official reports of USDA as found at the AMS Dairy Website. The numbers in those

tables, particularly the annual averages, are used to compute the impact on Class III values at
test.
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Document FF, Table 26--Utilization of Producer Milk in Class IV Products, by Federal

Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006, Document GG, Table 27--Class iv Utilization Percentage
of Producer Milk, by Federal Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006, Document nn, Table 28-Butterfat Test of Producer Milk Used in Class iv Products, by Federal Milk Order Marketing

Producer Milk Used in Class iv
Area, 2006, and Document II, Table 29--Nonfat Solids Test of

Products, by Federal Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006 are offcial reports of USDA as found at
the AMS Dairy Website. The numbers in those tables, particularly the annual averages, are used
to compute the impact on Class iV values at test.

Document JJ summarizes the assumptions that wil be used to estimate the impact of
changes to various parts of

the component fommulas. The average monthlyNASS prices for each

the commoditìes for 2006 from Document E are listed. The Standard Butterfat, True Protein,

of

Other Solids and Solids Not fat are derived from the Fonnulas in Document D. The averages
for butterfat, tre protein, other solids, and solids not fat that are actual tests for the various

classes and weighted were taken from Documents 0, P, Q and R. Total pounds of milk per

Class were taken from Documents S, W, AA, and GG. Utilization by Class is the average
annual classification as found in Documents S, W, AA and GG.

The number of producers was taken from Document L, the total receipts from
Document M and the average annual deliveries is a function of the total receipts divided by the
number of producers in Document L.

Document KK utilizes these assumptions to compare the financial impacts of the
changes adopted by USDA since it issued its Tentative Final Decision on the pricing fonnulas in

December 2000. Document KK demonstrates that the blend price has been reduced by 0.57 cwt

over that period as a result of incremental changes to the pricing formulas. Because the fonnat
of

Document KK is used elsewhere in this testimony, it is important to take time to explain it in
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detaiL. The primary purpose of the fonnat is to compare one set of fonnulas to another and
detennine what the changes are to the component prices, the class prices, the class prices at test,
and the blend prices.

The methodology is straightforward.

There are four commodity to component

computations: butter to butterfat, cheese to protein, non-fat dry milk to solids-not~fat, and dry

whey to other solids. These computations are labeled across the top of the spreadsheet. Each
computation is divided into two columns. The column on the left under each fonnula represents

the current values as listed in Document D. The column on the right represents the changed
values. With the exception of the use of the butterfat price computed in the Butter to Butterfat in
the Cheese to Protein, all of the columns are computed without any reference to any other

column.

Each of the factors and values of the fonnulas are listed along the left side. The first of
these is the Product Price. The Product Prices for these comparisons, except in those in which

the change in the Product Price is the issue, are the average NASS commodity prices for 2006 as
found at Document E. The Product Price for Butter is $1.2193. The Make Allowance is the
value assigned as the cost per pound of

product such as $0.1202 per pound for butter. The Net

Per Pound is the Product Price less the Make Allowance. This difference is multiplied by the
Product Yield. In the case of the Cheese to Protein Fonnula, 1.383 in the spreadsheet, the yield
is for protein and implies the percent of casein used in the Van Slyke cheese yield fornmla.

At the next to last row in this spreadsheet the component prices are shown. For the
butterfat, SNF, and other solids the component prices are the Product Yield times the Net Per

Pound. To detennine the protein price, a more detailed analysis is required. Rows 5, 6, and 7
simply repeat the infonnation set out in rows 1, 2 and 3. Row 8 (cheese ftom butter yield)

represents the Van Slyke cheese yield fornm1a. This number, 1.572 in the current fonnula,
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implies a butterfat recovery of 89.40%. The result is the Class II Butterfat value per pound.
Since the FMMO uses the same basic butterfat price, it is necessary to make adjustments to the
the
protein. The details are explained more when discussion on alternative values for this part of

formula is made, but in this worksheet the steps found in the FMMO formula for cheese to
protein includes the elements here.

The Butterfat Price is the Component Price for Butter to Butterfat. Note it takes the
values calculated in the "butter to butterfat" conversion. In the first column of the "cheese to
protein" conversion, which is the current formula, the value of $1 J 189 is input. In the "As

Changed" column, the value of $1.3467 is input which represents the "As Changed" value in the

"butter to butterfat" conversion. Those numbers are then multiplied by the factor of 0.9 which

represents the ostensible 90% butterfat recovery in the formula. The "Fractional pound of
butter" row represents the equivalent value of Class IV butterfat as used in the protein formula.
This Fractional Pound is subtracted from the Butterfat price for the difference between Class IV
and II.

The next factor, Fat to True Protein Ratio, is 1.17 in the Current column. What it means
and how it should be changed is described elsewhere. For the moment the factor is multiplied

times the Class IV to Class II butterfat for the Adjustment to Protein, $0.5953 in this case. It is

added to the Protein before Adjustment. The latter is the product of the earlier Net Per Pound
times the Product Yield. The sum of the Protein before Adjustment and the Adjustment to

Protein is the Component Price.

The "As Changed" column is computed identically as the Current column except where
the values are stated in bold and italics. For example, in this worksheet, the butterfat make

allowance in As Changed is stated as 0.1150 which signals differences from the Current column
for that value.
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In Document KK, the values in the "As Changed" column represent those values found

in the Tentative Final Decision published in December 2000 and effective from January 2001
through March of2003. The values in bold and italics identify those changes.
The second table in Document KK compares the class prices at standard test based upon

the computed component prices. The top row represents prices based on current fommulas, the

second row represents prices using the changed values. The last row is the difference per
hundredweight
Since milk is never sold at standard test, the third table is necessary. Using the data from

the Annual Statistics (Document JJ), the class prices at average test throughout the FMMOs are
computed. In addition a blend price is computed by weighing the utilizations. This blend price

does not include any adjustments for location values of Class I prices, payments into and out of
the reserve, market administrators fees and other parts of detemmining a final blend price for

payment or statistical purposes. Rather it is simply the weighted average of the class prices at
test using the utilizations of

the orders. It is computed by dividing the total pounds marketed by

the Pool values in the next table.

The last table computes the blend values at test and class prices computed above. The
Pool is the sum of the class values without adjustment for location or other non class price
issues.
What the spread sheet tells us, then, is the expected change in component prices, class

prices at standard test, class prices at actual test, pool values at test and blend prices and the
differences between each of those between current formulas and the changes being discussed. In

this example, the table tells us that since 2003, producer blend prices have been reduced an
average of 57 cents per hundredweight
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Each time that we analyze a proposed change to the pricing formula, we have prepared

and included a document identical in form to Document KK This way, each individual
proposed change can be assessed in terms of its total financial impact on producer income.

Error in Butterfat Price Formula

VI.

Proposal Six proposes an increase in the yield factor for butterfat to butter from 1.20 to
1.211. The purpose of this change is to correct for a mathematical error in the Department's

calculation of "shrinkage." In the Final Decision establishing the Class II and IV pricing
formulas from November 2002, the Departent made substantial reductions from the yields in

the Recommended Decision of October 2001 by including, for the first time, adjustments for
"shrinkage."

Because these changes were included in the Final Decision but not in the

Recommended Decision, interested parties were not provided an opportunity to respond to the
changes. Assuming for the moment that shrinkage should be accounted for in the formula, the

assumed shrinkage was improperly calculated. The purpose of Proposal Six is to correct this

improper calculation. The 2002 Final Decision described the incorporation of shrinkage as
follows:

The loss allowance for butterfat wil be reflected by adjusting the 0.82 divisor in

the butterfat price formula. Testimony and comments indicate that farr-to-p1ant

losses on all milk solids is 0.25 percent (0.0025) with butterfat incurrng an
additional loss of 0.015 pounds per 100 pounds of milk. The butterfat price
formula is determined as follows:

. For every pound of butterfat, 0.0025 pounds is lost in the farr-to-plant
transfer (1.000 - 0.0025 = 0.9975).
. In addition, for every pound of butterfat (sic, should be "for every

hundredweight of milk" (See, 67 Fed. Reg. 67917)), there is an additional
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0.0150 farm-to-plant loss on butterfat solids (0.9975 - 0.0150 = 0.9825
pounds of

butterfat).

. Dividing 0.9825 by 0.82 results in a butterfat factor of i.20 (0.9825/0.82 =
1.20).
. Therefore, the Class II and iv butterfat value per pound is computed as

follows: (NASS butter price - O. i 15) x 1.20.

67 Fed. Reg. 67920 (November 7,2002).
The error is further explained by the following:

Assuming that overall milk volume at the farm is reduced

by 0.25% in transportation and fat is further reduced by .015
pounds per 100 pounds of milk received at the plant, the milk at
the plant is the farm volume adjusted for shrink in accordance with
the farm
this formula: (3.5 * 0.9975) - 0.015 = 3.47625. That is, if

test indicated 3.5 pounds of butterfat per hundredweight, that

amount is first reduced by 0.25% for farm-to-p1ant loss. The result

is then further reduced by a loss of 0.015 pounds of butterfat
solids.

Correct Computation

((3.5 * 0.9975) - 0.015) = 3.47625

Departent Computation

(3.5 * (0.9975 - 0.015)) = 3.43875

The yield from this reduced volume is divided by the farm weight to obtain the yield

from farm weight to product. The Final Decision instead increases the farm-to-plant shrink
factor by a full 1.5%. The formula used by the Department, therefore is (3.5 * (0.9975 - 0.015))

or (3.5 * (0.9825)) = 3.43875. The difference is that the Department assumes that the plant
utilizes 0.0375 pounds of

butterfat less than it should (3.47625 less 3.43875). A comparson of
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the correct fommla with the Departent's formula demonstrates that the Department has

incorrectly placed the second set of parenthesis in its formula.
The Department implicitly acknowledged its error in the 2002 Final Decision. In the

manufacturing price formulas, the butterfat shrink is used in two places. First, it is used in
calculating the butterfat price. Second, it is used in calculating the butter-cheese yield in the

protein formula.

In the butter-cheese yield in the protein formula, the Department correctly calculated the
butterfat shrink in the butter-cheese yield by first incorporatíng farm-to-plant shrink and then

incorporating the additional 0.015 pound reductíon per hundredweight.

The Van Slyke formula for the cheese yield of 3.5 pounds of butterfat in a standardized
100 pounds of milk is (0.90 * 3.5 * 1.09) /0.62 =: 5.538. To calculate the yield of one pound of
the 1.582 factor
butterfat, the result is divided by 3.5 (5.538/3.5 =: 1.582). This is the source of

which was used in the formulas in the Department's decision beginning in January 2000 up
through the Final Deccsion in 2002.

Applying the shrink for butterfat, the formula was modified as follows: (0.90 * ((3.5 *

0.9975) - 0.015) * 1.09) / 0.62 =: 5.5003. Since we want to know the yield of one pound of
butterfat on the farm, we divide 5.5003 by 3.5 for a yield of 1.572. That is the new yield in the
protein formula in the Final Decision.

Here, the Department correctly placed the second set of parenthesis in the formula. The
butterfat formula it is done incorrectly.
Departent's Butterfat Formula

(3.5 * (0.9975 -0.015)) =: 3.43875

Departent's Protein Formula

(0.90 * ((3.5 * 0.9975) - 0.015) * 1.09) / 0.62 = 5.5003

Correctly calculating the butterfat yield would result in the following:

.

(3.5 * 0.9975) - 0.015 =: 3.47625
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.
.

3.47625/3.5 = 0.9932

Dividing 0.9932 by 0.82 (yield of butter from one pound of butterfat) equals
1.211.

By placing the parenthesis in the wrong place, USDA incorrectly

computed the formula as fo11ows: 3.5*.9875 or 3.43875. 3.43875/3.5 = .9825.

.9825/.82 = 1.98. The resulting factor is 1.2. For butter at $1.05 per pound, the
increase in the producer price is $0.0413 per hundredweight on 3.5 milk.

In addition to incorrectly calculating the butterfat yield, the 2002 Final Decision failed to
correct the Cheese to Protein component price formula. The current formula calculates the

protein price as a residual difference between the Class II price and Class IV butterfat price.

In the Tentative Final Decision on Class II and Class IV prices, published by the
Departent on December 7, 2000 and in subsequent decisions, the Department agreed that the
amount of Class IV butterfat that was to be subtracted (from what) to calculate the protein price
was based upon the butterfat recovery.

The formula adopted by the Department in the 2000 Tentative Final Decision utilized an

implied butterfat recovery of 90%. Thus, to determine the value of Class IV butterfat, the
Department properly multiplied the Class IV butterfat price by 0.9 in the formula. Once shrink

was incorporated into the formula, the recovery is reduced to 88.425%. This is computed as
(0.9* 0.9975) - (0.9 * 0.015) = 0.88425.

In the protein formula, the corresponding factor should be used. The 0.90 in the protein

formula should be replaced with 0.88425 to be consistent with the calculation of the Class IV
butterfat price. Accordingly, we are amending our Proposal Six to correct for both the change in

the butterfat yield and the calculation of protein. Proposed language appears at the end of my
testimony.
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In Document LL, Comparson of Impact on Blend by Correcting the Errors in Applying
Shrink to Butter to Butterfat and Adj for Class iv BF in Protein Price to Current Formula, the

impact of the error in the shrink computation is shown. The estimated impact is 7 cents per cwt
and average loss to dairy producers each year of$1,689.

VII.

Farm to Plant Shrink should be removed

Incorporating so called "farm to plant losses" into the plant yield factors should be
discontinued. In the 2002 Final Decision setting the current yields, the USDA stated,
Butterfat Price. This final decision continues to use the NASS price for Grade AA
butter in calculating the butterfat price to be used in Class iv, and uses the current
and the recommended decision's make allowance of $0.115. However, this final
decision changes the use of a 0.82 divisor in the price formula to a multiplier of
1.20 in order to provide consistency to price formulas and to account for farm-toplant milk losses.
67 Fed. Reg. at 67918. The Federal Milk Marketing Order system and its pricing and blending

program should not be used by producers, cooperatives, or processors to mask ineffciencies or
to obligate those who provide milk more efficiently to subsidize those who do not. Adjustments

to the pricing formulas to account for farm-to-plant shrink is a carrover from a period of lesser
efficiency.

What was then recognized as general industry practice now penalizes those

producers whose cooperatives and buyers have taken the steps to improve the accuracy and
specificity of

the measurements for their milk and their components.

Traditionally a milk hauler would stop at several farms and use a dipstick to measure the

amount of milk picked up at each farm or other measuring method. The process is detailed in

Appendix B to the PMO. See Document MM. In the modem day, the hauler scale weighs his
rig before and after a single pick up and delìvers that milk directly to the plant, where a similar

scale observation is made.
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While we recognize that in many instances, milk haulers stiU have several stops on their
the milk in the countr
route, this is increasingly the exception and not the rule. Today, over half

is produced on fanns that can deliver a full tanker of milk. Document NN, Milk Cows: Number

of Operations, Percent of Inventory and Percent of Milk Production by Size Group, United
States, 2005-2006 is Table 27 from Faims. Land in Faims. and Livestock Operations 2006

Summary: Released February 2, 2007, by the National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS),

Agricultural Statistics Board, U.S. Departent of Agriculture. It shows that 51.6% of the milk
comes from operations that have more than 500 dairy cattle. At 65 pounds per day per cow, the
lowest milk production in that group is 32,500 pounds per day- well able to fill a tanker of milk

within 48 hours of harvest. Much, probably, most, of the milk in the next tier, 200 to 499 head,
are in a similar position because from about 350 cows on up the producer has reached the point

where a single pickup wil fill a tanker. In the case of the others, depending on the proximity of

the market, they could fill smaller, straight trcks. Thus, we are approaching the point where
nearly tvo thirds of the milk comes from fanns that are or could be single fann pickups. By the
time this hearing process ends, that number wil be only higher.

1 have conferred with the employees responsible for famm weights and tests, milk
marketing reconciliation, and accounting for my clients. Those employees indicate that the net

of all overages and underages between farm weights and tests and plant weights and tests is a

wash. In almost all instances, the difference between the farm weights and tests and the plant
weights and tests in significantly less than the 0.25% assumed by the federal milk marketing

order presumptions. If there is a consistent error, steps are taken to identify the source of the
difference and to correct it.

The primary reason for the minimal differences in weights is that all of the members of
the milk marketed by Lone Star, ship
Select, Continental, and Zia and the producers with most of
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a full tanker load of milk at each pickup. This leads to greater specificity and accuracy in the

observation of the milk picked up at the farm. These cooperatives are not unique. Document N,

Table 7--Average Daily Delivery of Milk Per Producer to Handlers Regulated Under Federal
Orders, by Marketing Area, 2006, shows that the average daily pickup in the Florida, Pacific
Northwest, Southwest, and Arizona Marketing Areas, is sufficiently large enough for full tanker

pickups of approximately 50,000 pounds from farms within 48 hours of harvest as required by

the PMO. As for the other marketing areas there, are a number of farms that also qualify for
single farm pickups.

To maintain its relevance, the federal order system needs to recognize the changing
technologies and effciencies in milk production. We need to demand that our regulations fairly

compensate producers for becoming more effcient

Maintaining a farm to plant shrink

adjustment in the pricing formula penalizes those producers who have become more efficient and

caters to those who could become more efficient, but decline to do so. The concept of farm to

plant shrink is a remnant of the dairy industr that I began working in thirt years ago. It has no
place in the modem, globally-competitive marketplace in which we now compete.

Our proposal Seven would eliminate the farm to plant shrink adjustments from the
pricing formulas. Adoption of proposal Seven would signal to end a triple penalty to efficient
producers:

First, elimination of farm to plant shrink would result in a minimum pay price premised
on the reality experienced by my clients that tre farm weights are equivalent to plant weights.

The current formula confers an unwarranted windfall on our buyers who, essentially, pay for less
milk than they receive.
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Second, because our member faffers have true weights, eliminating faff to plant shrink
those producers whose faff weights and tests are
from the fOffulas wil end the subsidization of

inaccurate and erroneous.

Third, because the manufacturing fOffulas are the basis for Class I and II pricing

fOffulas, those pnces are reduced unnecessarily as a result of the faff to plant shrink

adjustments.

The shrink is not "stickiness" or milk left in vessels. It results from the weighing and
testing at the faff.

Milk hauling is tyically contracted to independent haulers hired by

producers or their cooperatives. Volume losses are due to the use of "dipsticks" and then
The PMO
converting these imprecise measurements instead of actual observed weights.

describes it this way:

Carefully insert the measuring rod, after it has been wiped dry with a
single-service towel, into the tank. Repeat this procedure until two identical
measurements are taken. Record measurements on the fan weight ticket

Document MM, p 4.
This visual measurement of the rod provides an opportunity to interpretation. Do you read at the
top or the bottom of the meniscus? A hauler who reads the meniscus of the dipstick at its highest

point, credits the producer with slightly more milk than picked-up, while the hauler benefits by
keeping his customer happy. If those who purchase the milk checked the economic incentive for

this, the faff to plant shrink would effectively end.
0.015 pounds of
Fat losses are not the result offat sticking to pipes and tanks. Imagine if

butterfat per hundredweight actually stuck to the pipes. In a full tanker of 500 hundredweight,

this is a full 7.5 pounds of butterfat clinging somewhere in the works. In a plant that receives
even a modest ten loads of milk per day, each year 13 tons of butterfat would be sticking to pipes

and tanks somewhere, never to be seen again. At a large and modem cheese plant, where 140
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loads of milk are delivered each day, this amounts to half ton of butterfat sticking to pipes each
day ~a trly staggering case of clogged arteries. So high is such a number that the buyer would

requîre, and obtain, procedures ITom the sellers of milk to elîminate those errors.

The true source of these butterfat losses is inaccurate samplîng and testing. The failure to

fully agitate the tanks before measurement, the failure to properly take the sample, and simple
errors in testing account for the bulk of the "shrink." In other words the "shrink" being claimed

wil include situations where the plant tester arrved at lower tests than the sellng cooperative.
Today the market administrators' offces routinely check test equipment to insure accurate tests.

Even with modem testing equipment there are stil ranges and each side has the incentive to go
to the end of the range in its favor.

Assuming such behavior is okay and assigning a regulatory cost to such behavior masks

the problem. There is no economic incentive for the parties to solve the issue. These losses are
not too small to ignore.

Regulations should demand solutions rather than institutionalize

inefficiency in a rule based upon decades old analyses.

USDA said in the 2002 Final Decision, "Federal orders have always contained provisions

for 'shrinkage.' Since handlers have to account for all receipts and utilization, the shrinkage
provision allows assigning a value to milk losses at the lowest priced class, providing explicit

recognition that some milk loss is inevitable in farmAo-plant movement" 67 Fed. Reg. at 67917

(November 7, 2002). But in the modern dairy industr, milk loss is not "inevitable" and those

who are inefficient should not be rewarded by subsidies from those who have solved the
problem. The marketplace has devised arrangements to contract for shrink, and reductions to the
pay prices for ineffcient producers should be left for the marketplace to determine.
The Departent also said in the Final Decision, "The loss allowances in the Class II and
iv formulas are intended to reflect actual

losses that are beyond the processing handler's ability
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to control. In addition, famm-to-plant losses cannot be assigned to a lower class value since the

milk solids unavailable for processing effectively have no value in the Class II and iv
formulas."

67 Fed. Reg. at 67917 (November 7, 2002).

processing handler's control.

But these losses are within the

A handler can refuse to accept milk from shippers that

demonstrate unacceptable famm to plant losses. The handler can request assistance from the
market admÍnistrator to check the tanks and the testing methods. The handler can contract for

milk based on famm tests without shrink, and adjust their payments accordingly.

Additional1y, the Department stated, "Prior to Federal order refomm, milk pricing for all

Federal milk marketing orders relied on the Grade B Minnesota-Wisconsin (M-W) price series
and later the Basic Fommula Price (BFP). These prices were detemmined by manufacture milk
plant survey reports of Grade B milk purchases free of government price regulation and

represented a competitive pay price for milk. The competitive pay price factored the entire cost

of processing milk purchased from famms into finished dairy products. In contrast to the
competitive pay prices, Federal order refomm could no longer rely on a competitive pay price and

purposeful1y chose NASS surveys of end-product prices and sales to establish Class II and IV

prices with product price fommulas. Many of the plants reporting to NASS purchase large
quantities of milk from individual producer cooperatives. The end-product pricing fommulas

developed under refomm were based in part upon the cost to process raw milk into finished dairy

products." 67 Fed. Reg. at 67917 (November 7,2002)
The basic contractual relationship described in the Final Decision has not changed.

Cooperatives can stil negotiate with their members and pay them on actual milk deliveries.

Proprietary handlers can refuse to accept milk from producers with excessÍve losses.
When the Departent incorporated shrink adjustments in the Final Decision, it made the
fol1owing statements to explain the incorporation ofthe adjustments:
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The hearing testimony as well as comments to the recommended decision provide
suffcient evidence to conclude that the recommended decision fommlas do not
properly consider fann-to- plant losses that occur. Testimony indicates that these

losses are 0.25 percent on all milk solids, and that butterfat solid losses are an
additional 0.015 pounds per hundredweight of milk. These losses need to be
represented in the pricing fonnula, according to these claimants, to account for
the out-of-plant losses that occur prior to processing raw milk into finished
products such as cheese or butter/powder. 67 Fed. Reg. at 67917.

An adjustment to the price fonnulas to account for the difference in milk
components paid for versus components actually received is appropriate. Based
on the hearing record and comments fied by numerous parties, the fann-to-plant
adjustment will reflect a 0.25 percent loss of nonfat solids, including protein and
other solids, and a 0.25 percent loss of butterfat plus a 0.015 pounds loss of
butterfat. These adjustments are reasonable and are reflected in the respective

yield factors used for computing the milk component prices. 67 Fed. Reg. at
67918.

This final decision incorporates an adjustment to the respective yield coeffcients
of each milk component The adjustment is based on an overall factor of 0.25
butterfat
percent loss of each milk component and an additional 0.015 pounds of

lost between the fann and the receiving plant. 67 Fed. Reg. at 67918.
These loss allowances are adopted into the Class II and iv pricing fonnulas. The

fann-to-plant losses are reflected on the end-products that result from Class II
and iv milk, namely, cheese, dry whey, nonfat dry milk, and butter. They are

reflected in this way to ease the concerns raised by Select Milk and Continental
Dairy who indicated that reflecting fann-to-plant losses on the front-end of the
product fonnulas (based on fann milk) may cause confusion. 67 Fed. Reg. at
67918.

When fann-to-plant losses are incorporated into the Van Slyke cheese yield
fonnula, the Van Slyke fonnula results in the protein price factors from which the
Class II protein price is derived. 67 Fed. Reg. at 67928.
The Van Slyke Fonnula Used in This Final Decision

. Cheddar cheese pounds attibutable to butterfat = ((0.9 x3.5) x 1.09 / (1 - 0.38) =
5.5379 pounds of cheddar cheese

. Cheddar cheese pounds lost due to the 0.015 fann-to-plant butterfat loss = ((0.9 x3.5)
xL09 / (1 - 0.38) = 0.0237 pounds of cheddar cheese, 5.5379 - 0.0237 = 5.5142 of

cheese after fann-to-plant loss.

. Cheddar cheese pounds lost due to the 0.25 percent solids loss on fat solids = 5.5142
pounds of cheese from butterfat x(1 - 0.0025), 5.5142 xO.9975 = 5.5004 pounds of

cheese from fann butterfat
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. Cheddar cheese yield contrbution per pound of fat at farm "" 5.5004 pounds of cheddar
fat at farm "" 1.572
/ 3.5 pounds of

1.09 f (1 -

. Cheddar cheese pounds attibutable to protein = ((0.8220 X2.9915) - 0.01) x

cheddar cheese

0.38) "" 4.1473 pounds of

. Cheddar cheese pounds lost due to the 0.25 percent solids loss on protein solids ""

4.1473 pounds of cheese from protein x(1 - 0.0025) for farm-to-plant loss"" 4.1473 x
0.9975 = 4.1369 pounds of cheese from farm protein pounds of cheddar / 2.9915 pounds
of

protein at farm "" 1.383

. Cheddar cheese pounds from standard farm milk = 5.5004 pounds of cheese from

standard farm butterfat +4.1369 pounds of cheese from standard farm protein 9.6615 total
pounds of cheese from standard farm milk

. The butterfat-to-protein ratio factor in this final decision is 1.17 and is derived by

dividing the farm butterfat by the farm protein (i.e. 3.5 pounds of butterfat / 2.9915
pounds of

protein "" 1.17). 67 Fed. Reg. at 67929.

. The butterfat yield coefficient is changed from 1.582 to i .572 to reflect the farm-toplant butterfat losses. The remainder of the protein price formula is unchanged. 67 Fed.
Reg. at 67927.
. The results of

the above computations yield the following protein price formula:
0.165) x

((NASS cheese price - 0.165) x 1.383) + (((NASS cheese price 1.572) - (butterfat price xO.9)) x 1.17.

67 Fed. Reg. at 67929.

Our proposal Seven to remove shrink has the following impact on component prices:

Butter to butterfat yield goes from 1.20 to 1.22. The cheese to protein formula also changes.
Protein factor goes to 1.386 if only the shrink is removed. Butterfat recovery goes from 88.425%

to 90% and the factor to 1.582 and the Solids not fat goes from 0.99 to 0.9925. Document 00
shows computes the component, class and blend prices by making those changes to the formulas.
The result on average 2006 NASS prices was 7 cents increase in the blend and $1,593 on the
annual proceeds for an average producer.
VIII. The need to change the commodity to component yields.

A.

Puhlic Data availahle on dairy products and yields.
1. The Definition of Commodity Products
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Before a discussion of product yields can be had, we should begin by clearly identifying
the commodity products are that are the basis for the pricing system. It should go without saying

that if NASS prices, or as we argue later CME prices, provide the prices utilized in the pricing

formulas, then the make allowances and the yields should be tied to the products in the price
series utilized and no other products should be utilized to determine make allowances or yields.

milk used in
For protein, the proxy for cheese and the basis for determining the value of

all cheeses are 40# block and 500# barrel commodity cheddar cheese prices. The use of

producers of cheddar style cheeses
"commodity" cheddar is significant because there are a lot of

that do not produce commodity cheeses. Many of these cheddars are not sold in blocks or
barrels. They come in plastic covered loafs and wheels. Some are wrapped in black wax or
larded cloth. These are sold as artisan or specialty cheeses at higher prices. In the United States,

Cheddar cheese comes in many varieties. These included, but are not limited to mild, medium,
sharp, New York Style, Colby/Longhorn, whíte, Vermont, and full fat. New York style Cheddar

cheese is a particularly sharp Cheddar cheese, sometimes with a hint of smoke. Cheddar cheese

is provided for use as sliced, cubed, shredded and mixed to make spreads and many other uses.

The costs of plants making cheeses that are not reported cannot be considered. Their costs and

practices are not reasonably comparable to commodity plants. These extra costs are offset by
higher sales prices (or should be).
Regulations specify the standard of identity for cheddar cheese. Document PP, Standard

ofldentity for Cheddar Cheese, 21 C.F.R. § 133.113 and Document QQ, Standard ofldentity
for Cheddar Cheese used in Manufacturing, 21 C. F.R. § 133.114 define the product subj ect to the
NASS cheese survey. I wí1 refer to different parts of this regulation later, but it should be

pointed out now that under subsection (b)(l), the ingredients must be milk, nonfat milk, or cream

as defined by regulation. Document RR Dairy Product Prices Cheese, is a copy of the reporting
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instructions for cheddar cheese as used in the pricing formulas. It requires that the cheese meet
the standards of identity for cheese.
Unique among dairy products, butter is not defined by regulation, but by statute. 21

U.S.c.A. §321a. See Document SS. NASS butter must meet this definition. Document TT,

Dairy Product Prices Butter. NASS butter must also meet USDA Grade AA standards. USDA
Grade AA standard is reached if butter (defined by statute) scores 93 out of a 100 points based

upon aroma, flavor and texture. USDA Grade AA butter wil be delicate and sweet in flavor
with a fine and pleasing aroma. It is made from Grade A sweet cream, smooth and creamy in
texture easily spread.

The Standard of Identity for NFDM is at Document UU, Standard ofIdentity for NFDM,
21 C.F.R. §13i.125. The requirements for NASS purchase are set forth in Document VV,

Dairy Product Prices Nonfat Dry Milk. These include USDA Extra Grade and USPH Grade A.

USDA Extra Grade "means that laboratory tests show that it possesses a sweet and pleasing
flavor, a natural color, and satisfactory solubility. USDA inspectors also check the instant milk

for other quality factors such as moisture, fat, bacteria, scorched particles, and acidity." This
comes from the USDA website at http:ílww\v.ams.usda.gov/dairv/grade.htm#dpgrad.

Dry whey does not have a standard of identity. Document WW, Dairy Market News
Temminology, does not define it even though it includes prices for Whey Powder and whey

protein concentrate. The NASS survey form, Document XX, Dairy Products Prices Dry Whey
requires that the product meet USDA Extra Grade edible nonhydrogroscopic dry whey
standards.

Document YY, contains the definition used by USDA in Supplemental

Specifications for Plants Manufacturing, Processing, and Packaging Whey, Whey Products and
Lactose.
2. Lack of Public Data on Yields and other factors
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Despite the fact that end product pricing for FMMOs has been used since January 2000

and contemplated since the mid 1990's, there stil has been no study on actual yields at the
commodity plants. This is disappointing because the information that does exist is known by
processors but not producers. This lack of available information limits producer participation in

hearings such as this and hinders the ability to establish accurate formulas. But the total absence

of complaints by plants regarding the current yields speaks enormously in favor of the
proposition that they are too low. With the limited data available to us, we wil show that is in
fact the case.

There is a total

lack of public data on this issue. It is not in the interest of the processors

to provide this information. Higher yields wil result in higher producer prices. If the current

yields were too high for any processor let alone ones of average effciency, there would be
requests to lower the yields. Since there are no such complaints it means that the yields are

below the lowest yielding plants! Otherwise, we would expect complaints from processors
similar to those made regarding make allowances.

Although the adjustment of yields has a significant impact on the accuracy of the
formulas, USDA has not asked for the information. RBCS provided some yield information,

although it was not requested by the participating plants. After all, those requesting the RBCS
study had an interest in lower minimum prices, not raising the yields. Likewise, the Cornell

Study did not seek yield information, although the make allowances surveyed have real meaning
only relative to the yields of the plants. CDF A provides some yield information which can be
made usable.

B.

Changing factors in the Cheese to Protein Formula

Our proposal includes an adjustment to the yield of pounds of cheese from one
hundredweight of milk. Our proposed change is due to three different factors. First, the current
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formula assumes that a plant recovers 90% of the butterfat when making cheese. We propose
changing this recovery percentage to 94% to reflect modern efficiencies. Second, the CUlTent

formula assumes that casein represents 82.2% of the protein in milk. But at average producer
tests, the actual percentage of casein in milk is 83.25%. We propose changing the percentage of

casein in the formula to reflect the more accurate percentage of casein. Third, the fat to protein
ratio in the cheese to protein formula used to adjust protein to compensate for the difference

between Class II and iv butterfat should be changed to 1.2 i 4 to reflect average producer tests.

1. The yield factor in the formula is an indivisible part of the formula.

The make allowances are a function of the yield. If we take the total cost of making
cheese (or any other manufactured product) and divide those costs by the total pounds of product
produced, a cost of production per pound of product is determined.

In the minimum price

formulas, where we are attempting to approximate the manufacturing allowances for a plant of
average effciency, the yield of product assumed by the formula has a direct impact on the make
allowance. If the costs of a plant are divided over a smaller volume of produced product, a

higher make allowance results.
Under the CUlTent formulas, producers are actual1y "paying" for higher yields at the plant.

Make al10wances cover aU costs associated with operating the plant including depreciation on
the equipment and systems that increase butterfat recoveries and yields.

Make al10wances

include a return on investment for the equipment that increase yields. These costs are reflected
in the cost surveys that form the basis of

the make al1owances. Fairness and consistency require

that the yields be considered and updated so that producers share in the benefits gained from the
additional costs passed back to them.
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Looking at only make allowances and ignoring the product pricing and the yields results
in an incomplete picture. The end product pricing formulas are proxies for what the milk is

worth. The concept is to deteffine what a plant must keep to pay costs and be profitable and

what is left is what can be paid for milk. To deteffine that product one needs to know how
much milk wil be received, how much product comes from that milk (yield) and how much the

product is sold for (product price) are the essential beginnings to determine that proxy. Any
business that ignored how efficient it was would not long survive.
Make allowances without direct linkage to the product being made and the yields is

meaningless.

The make allowances also reflect the type of vats purchased, their butterfat

recovery, whether they are designed to capture whey and separate and return the butter to the vat,

ultrafitration that increases recovery both of fat and the amount of casein to make cheese. The
yields represent the plant management and its ability to produce suffcient cheese ITom a quantity
of milk at a price.
2. Use ofthe Van Slyke formula

USDA has used the Van Slyke formula as the basis for computing Class II prices.
Document ZZ Van Slyke Formula, solves the formula solving for the amount of cheese ITom
milk as well as for only protein and butterfat yields. The formulas are as follows:
Pounds of

Cheese = ((BR% x BF lbs) + (CS% x PR lbs) -0.1) x 1.09)1(1 - Moisture%)

Pounds of Cheese from Butterfat = (BR% x BF lbs) x 1.09)/(1 - Moisture%)
Pounds of

Cheese from Protein = ((CS% x PR lbs) -0.1) x 1.09)/(1 - Moisture%)

The parts of the formula at issue are the percent of casein in protein and the butterfat
recovery rate. The fat to protein ratio is a creature of the Class III protein component pricing.

Each of these three have impacts on the pricing. Document AAA, Sensitivity of Class,

Component, and Blend Prices to Various Change in Cheese to Protein Formula, looks at how
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small but significant changes in these values influences the ultimate prices producers receive.

The numbers were derived by using a modificatÍon of the worksheets such as Document KK.
Document BBB, Sensitivity of Class, Component, and Blend Prices By Changes to Butterfat
Recovery, Casein Percent, and Fat to Casein Ratio, does not imply, but actually computes the
yields based upon the changes to butterfat recovery and percent of casein in the protein. Using
this worksheet and setting the values to those in the CUITent fonnulas, I used the Scenario

function of the Quatto spreadsheet program calling for iterations as discussed below. Each of
the three values, butterfat recovery, casein percent and fat to true protein ratio were

independently and individually adjusted.

Document AAA summarizes the result of that

analysis.

Table 1 of Document AAA considers the impact of changing the implied butterfat
recovery in the fonnula from the stated, but reduced, 90% by one percentage increments to
100%. The impacts relate changes from the current fOIDmla. Since protein is only used in Class

II and, depending on the Class iv price, Class i, the changes to those prices at the standard tests
and at actual test are computed as well as a blended value. For example, changing the fonnula to
imply 94% would result in a 21 cent increase in the blend price.

Table 2 of Document AA shows the effect of changing the casein as a percent of
protein. As explained in detail

later, the CUITent casein percent of 82.2% inaccurately reflects the

percentage of casein in producer milk. This table compares the result of O. 10% changes in this
factor on the component, class and blend prices. For example, a percentage of 83.2% would

result in a change of four cents per hundredweight in the average blend or over $1000 per year to
an average producer, assuming no other changes.
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Table 3 of Document AA looks at the sensitivity of changes to the butterfat to tre
protein ratio. Currently in the formula it is 1.17. The table looks at the impact by raising it to
1.23 at 0.01 increments. For example, use of 1.23 results in a seven cent blend price increase.
In summary, consideration of

these factors and arrving at the most appropriate wil have

a significant impact on producer blend prices.
a. Use the correct casein percent in true protein of miik at average test.

We propose adjusting the fonnula to reflect the ratio of casein to true protein at weighted

average producer test USDA uses the weighted average price as reported by NASS as the
starting point for formulas. It is appropriate, in fact virtally required, that the weighted average
the formula.
or averages, where appropriate, be used in other parts of

USDA decided early on in the FAIR Act order reform to use tre protein rather than total

(crude) protein. The difference between true protein and total protein is the amount of nonprotein nitrogen (NPN). True protein is not a fixed percent of total protein. Traditionally, tre

protein was measured and the total protein was calculated by adding a factor back to the tre
protein. This is one reason USDA decided to use tre protein. The amount of NPN in crude

protein varies, but a study done by personnel at USDA AMS and Cornell determined that a fair

factor for non-protein nitrogen is an unchanging 0.19. Document CCc. Since true protein for
milk with a crude or total protein test of 3.20 is 3.01, milk with a crude protein test 00.1 would

have true protein of 2.91, not 2.916, which would be the calculated tre protein if calculated by a
simple ratio.

Because non-protein nitrogen is a fixed number, the use of a a fixed percent of casein in

the Van Slyke formula can result in discrepancies if producer milk has a protein test different
from that assumed when the percentage in the formula is calculated.
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Document DDD, Comparison of Casein in Crude Protein to Implied Casein in True
Protein at Two Rates, analyzes the relationship between casein in crude protein and in tre

protein in tabular form. In the Final Decision of 2002,USDA stated that the percent of casein in

crude protein was 78%. 67 Fed. Reg. at 67928. With that as a starting point, one can compute

the amount of casein in crude protein by simple multiplication. In Document DDD the leftost

column (% Crude Protein) lists various crude protein percentages from 2.9% to 4.0% in
increments of 0.05%. The second column (NPN) is the amount of non-protein nitrogen-a fixed

0.19%. The third coluull (True Protein) represents the amount of true protein which is the
simple difference of the crude protein and the NPN. The fourth column (% Casein in Crude
Protein) is the percent of crude protein which is casein, or 78%. In the fifth column (Casein) I
computed the amount of casein by taking 78% of

the crude protein.

The sixth column (% Casein in formula) represents the factor used in the current cheese

to protein portion of the component pricing. The seventh column (Casein Implied in Formula)

computes the amount of casein that is implied in the current formula by taking the percent of
casein in the formula times the true protein. The eighth column (Implied less Actual) determines

the difference between the casein computed by taking 78% of the crude protein and the casein
computed by taking crude protein less 0.19 and that times 82.2% as in the current formula.
The ninth column (% of

Casein Proposed) uses 83.25% instead of

the 82.2%. Document

o and Document Q show the average butterfat tests and true protein of producer milk in each
of the orders. The average for butterfat is 3.69% and for true protein 3.05%. Additionally,

Documents BB and CC show the percent of butterfat and protein used in Class II. The latter
shows an average of 3.69% butterfat and 3.04% for orders that pay on components.
The current formula has an implied 82.2% casein. This is incorrect for producer milk at

the average weighted tests in the market. Document DDD shows that all farmers with less than
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3.56% true protein are penalized by the inaccurate implied percentage in the current formulas.
true protein equals 78% of crude protein.) That is a full
(That is the point when when 82.2% of

half a point of protein higher than the average. We do not have studies showing the

distribution of protein rates, but the number now a basis for milk pricing only applies to higher
protein yield cattle, mostly in the Jersey, Ayrshire, or Brown Swiss breeds.
The options are to start testing for actual casein in producer milk. Without actually

measuring each producer for casein, something long term we might consider but impractical for
some years, the formulas that use weighted average prices for commodities should also use

weighted averages for protein. The range of the average is very small. Since 2000, the all market

average is 3.00 with a standard deviation of only +/- 0.07. To accommodate the highs and lows
would mean from 83.2% to 83.3%. 83.25% is suffciently accurate.

With that in mind, the appropriate ratio of casein to total protein is 83.25% at the
weighted average tre protein test within the federal milk marketing orders.

Applying this

casein percent to the Van Slyke formula, the result is as follows:
Protein yield = (((CS% x PR lbs) ~0.1) x 1.09) / (l - Moisture%)

= (((83.25) x 2.9915)-0.01) x 1.09) / (1 - 0.38)
= (2.390424) x 1.09 / 0.62
= 2.605562 / 0.62
= 4.202519

Per Pound

=4.202519/2.9915
= 1.40482 or 1.405

Document EEE, Comparison of Impact on Class, Component, and Blend Prices by
Changing the Percent of Casein in True Protein to Current Formulas, changes only the protein

yield in the formulas and then recomputes the component, class and blend prices. The change
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would increase the Class II, and through that the Class I, prices by seven cents and overall
improve blend prices by four cents for an annual average gain per producer of $1,290.

b. The Butterfat Recovery in the cheese to protein formula should be adjusted.

Current cheese fonnulas price protein based upon an effective butterfat recovery of
88.425%. This recovery is calculated by reducing an assumed 90% recovery by a factor for
fann-to-plant shrink for all milk and for butterfat The basis for using 90% before the fann-toplant shrink is found in the 2002 Final Decision which says:

These commenters relied on hearing testimony that butterfat recovery in cheddar
cheese generally ranges between 90 to 93 percent, although Kraft testified that
their butterfat recovery is lower. The commenters favored use of a factor that
reflected 91 or 92 percent fat recovery because that level of recovery is common.

In a comment filed by Leprino, the cheese manufacturer urged that the 1.582
factor not be increased, as any increase would exacerbate the overvaluation of
whey fat in the current fonnula and because the 90 percent recovery factor
reflects results from many cheese vats installed prior to the late 1980's.

The recommended decision stated that even though many cheese makers may be
able to achieve a higher fat retention in cheese, the use of the 1.582 factor

representing 90 percent fat recovery in cheese continued to be appropriate. The
recommended decision also stated that as a result ofthe 90 percent level, butterfat
in cheese was not overvalued, and those cheese makers who fail to recover more
than 90 percent of the fat would not suffer a competitive disadvantage. The

preponderance of the record indicates that most cheese manufacturers should be
able to obtain a 90 percent butterfat recovery.
67 Fed. Reg. 67907,67929 (November 7, 2002).

These bases stated in the Final Decision are unreasonable and unsupportble today. First,

Kraft does not make the commodity cheddar cheese reported in the NASS survey but makes a
higher quality cheese that has a different value and is produced in a manner than commodity

cheddar cheese. Testimony of Mike McCully p. 1116-18 (March 2, 2007). Similarly, Leprino
does not make any commodity cheese. In any event, basing the value of milk produced by

fanners in 2007 using plant effciency infonnation for cheese vats now more than twenty years
old is simply wrong.
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The final statement in the decision, "The preponderance of the record indicates that most
cheese manufacturers should be able to obtain a 90 percent butterfat recovery." is true. So low is

the 90 percent to reality that not a single plant has complained about the yield. If it represented

average production in cheese plants, then there would be someone on the short side. The only
parties on the short side of

this factor are producers. The reason that plants want a lower yield is

they want to pay less for their milk supply.

In addition to the inapplicability of the previous rationale for a 90% butterfat recovery,
the surveys and studies relied upon to set make allowances show that plants are, in fact, realizing

yields significantly higher than those implied in the current price formulas.

CaHfomia in its plant cost surveys provides some information regarding yields. The
CDFA 2003 cost study for 2002 reported a weighted average yield of 10.85 pounds of cheese per
hundredweight of

milk. The weighted average moisture was 37.08%, and weighted average vat

tests were 3.95% fat and 8.95% solids-not-fat. Document FFF CDFA Cheese Processing Costs
Released November 2003.

For 2003, CDFA reported a weighted average yield of 10.92 pounds of cheese per
hundredweight of milk. The weighted average moisture was 37.12%, and weighted average vat

tests were 3.94% fat and 8.95% solids-not-fat. Document GGG CDFA Cheese Processing
Costs Released November 2004.

For 2004, CDF A reported a weighted average yield of 11.08 pounds of cheese per
hundredweight of milk. The weighted average moisture was 37.84%, and weighted average vat

tests were 4.02% fat and 9.05% solids~not-fat. Document HHH CDFA Cheese Processing
Costs Released November 2005.
Exhibit III Cheese Manufacturing Costs, Current Study Period: January through

December 2005 with Comparison to the same time Period Prior Year (2004), reported a
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weighted average yield of 11.89 lbs. of cheese per hundredweight of milk for an cheeses and
12.20 pounds of cheese per hundredweight of milk for 40 pound blocks. For aU cheeses the

weighted average moisture was 37.22% and the weighted average vat tests were 4.35% butterfat

and 9.30% solids-not-fat. For blocks, the weighted average moisture was 38.04%, and weighted
average vat tests were 4.29% fat and 9. i 7% solids-not-fat.

These reports are summarized at Document JJJ, Estimating California Butterfat
Recovery, Table 1 Summary of CDF A Cheese Processing Yields.

These numbers do not directly answer the butterfat recovery rate. Based upon a phone
conversation I had with Venetta Reed of CDF A, the yields are vat yields, not producer milk.
Relying on the standard of

identity, to make commodity cheddar cheese, the input has to be milk,

cream, or skim milk. Document PP. CDFA reports the utilization of solids fat and non fat in its

classes.

Class 4b is equivalent to the FMMO Class III.

Document KK CDF A Class

Utilization 2002-2005, comes from the CDFA website where it reports the utilization by each
class. I took the Excel report available at the site and inverted it so that it starts with 2002 and
ends with 2005 (to match the time of the studies). CDF A has the practice of putting the most

recent data at the top. It is otherwise the same data available there. Document LLL Milk
CD

FA summarizing pool data.

Pooling Comparative Statement 2004-2005, is a report of

California does not report protein separately from the other solids-not-fat. To arrive at
that protein, it is necessary to look at other sources. One such source is information from Dairy

Herd Improvement Association (DHIA). Document MMM Annual Summary DHIA Records
The
California 2002-2005 comes from the California DHIA website, www.cdhia.org.

infoimation from these sheets came from htlP://www.cdhia.org/Annual Summarieslindex.htmL

These reports are summarized in Document LLL, Table 2, Summary of Component Tests
Reported by DHIA California.
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This shows that the relationship of fat to protein is 1.17 in each of these years. That

being the case, in Document LLL, Table 3 Adjusted Component Tests in Vat, the vat fat is used
to estimate the amount of protein in the vat by dividing the butterfat by 1.17, the same ratio as in
the milk tested by DHIA. Additionally, the remaining solids-not-fat are computed by subtracting
the protein from solids-not-fat.

Finally, using these values, I have calculated the butterfat recovery necessary to arrve at

the reported yields. Document LLL, Table 4 Applying Van Slyke Formula To Tests. These
show a range of90.65% to 95.75% for a simple average of93.8%.

I wil be the first to admit that the steps taken to get here are a lot. My response to that,
however, is that it is made necessary by a complete lack of candor by the industry and a lack of
data accumulated by the Department in this crucial part of the formula.

These estimates of butterfat recovery fairly state what is happening in those plants.
Several other observations support these levels. First, the California DHIA report for 2005 that
showed a composite 3.68% butterfat test for the entire state. See Table 2, Document JJJ.

Summary of Component Tests Reported by DHIA California.. For the same period as the DHIA

report, CDFA's cheddar cheese processing costs study showed that the composite average vat

butterfat in all the plants in the study was 4.35%. This study encompassed virtually all of the
cheddar cheese produced in California. The difference between 4.35% in cheese and 3.68% in

the raw milk supply is 0.67 pounds of butterfat. This additional butterfat is recovered in the
cheesemaking process and returned to the vat. This table assumes that all of the whey butter is

recovered, which no doubt all of it is not. CDFA gives us some insight into how it sees the
amount of

butter not incorporated into cheese.

Part of the CDFA formula includes a computation for whey butter. Document NNN,
whey butter. With an
California Milk Pricing Formulas. It includes a factor for 0.27 pounds of
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average butterfat test of 3.68, this implies that nearly 93% of the butter is recovered in the
making of cheese. Again, with the pressure to understate the value of milk to plants, this is an
understatement ofthe actual recovery in the plants.

Second, CDFA uses a cheese yield of 10.2 to compute the minimum Class 4b (cheese

milk) price. Document NNN, California Milk Pricing Fonnulas. Assuming 3.5% butterfat, a
recovery of over 94% would be required to reach such a yield. The implied butterfat might be

higher, but considering CDFA's penchant for understating the value of milk to enhance plant
profitability, the 10.2 understates actual yields.

Third, and more to the point, as a service to a client I was asked to analyze several years

worth of milk checks received from a cheese plant in California. In this case, the producers
received payment based on a cheese yield fonnula. Each load of milk was tested for butterfat
and protein and the yield of that mìlk computed or detennined. In total I analyzed hundreds of

such individual computations of yields. The fonnula for computing the yields was overtly not
stated, but was consistent the use of the Van Slyke fonnula, 78% of casein to total protein and
94% butterfat recovery.

The RBCS study introduced at the 2006 hearing on make allowances reported a cheese

yield of lOA pounds per hundredweight on all cheeses and 10.7 pounds per hundredweight on

40-pound blocks. A copy of that report is Document 000, Charles Ling Testimony Ex. 18 in
2006 Make Allowance Hearing. Applying FMMO average tests of butterfat and tre protein,

3.69% and 3.04% respectively, the results show a butterfat recovery of 95.25% for all cheeses.
Document PPP, Estimating Butterfat Recovery on RBCS Report.

Unfortunately the Cornell Study introduced at the 2006 hearing on make allowances
failed to survey and report plant yields. That is a critical error in both planning and execution
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that should not happen again in any USDA study aiming at obtaining the correct pricing

formulas.
Document QQQ Ex. 65 ITom the 2006 Make Allowance Hearing, showed a New

Mexico plant with a 10.25 pound yield at 38.8% moisture. Average component tests for NM are

358% and protein 3.06%. Using the same methodology for the RBCS study, the estimated
butterfat recovery was 93.4%.

Other studies and publicly available evidence recognize that butterfat recovery higher
than 90% are expected in modern plants. In his text on cheese manufacturing, Vikram Mistry, a
Professor of Dairy Science at South Dakota State University demonstrates the Van Slyke

fommula with a butterfat recovery of93%. Kosikowski and Mistr, Cheese and Fermented Milk
Foods, Vol. 1, Third Ed. 1997, pp. 623-24.
Prior to the use of end product pricing, the price support for cheese was 10.1 lbs for i 00
pounds of

milk at 3.67% butterfat which reflects a 92% butterfat recovery, and that was based on

technology twenty years old.
Manufacturers of cheese making equipment recognize and, in fact, promote butterfat

recoveries significantly higher than 90%. Scherping Systems, a manufacturer of cheese vats,
installed four new vats at the Cabot (Agri-Mark) plant in 2002. A press release ITom Scherping

about the new Cabot vats stated that, " 'We went from a fat recovery of 90 to 93 with the old
vats, and 93 being the absolute best we've ever had,' (Cabot plant manager Marcel) Gravel says.
the butterfat
'Now we're running a 95 to 96 fat recovery with these new vats.' Trapping more of

into the cheese, in turn, increases yields. Gravel says their yield has increased by 10 percent"

Document

RRR,

Scherping

Press

Release.

(available

online

at

http :/1

ìvww.allbusiness.com/agriculture-forestry!animaJ-vroduction-cattle/120464-1.html). In the same
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light, in a proposal for a plant to purchase new vats, Scherping estimated butterfat recoveries in
excess of94%. Document SSS, Scherping ProposaL.
Finally, a comparison of FMMO average tests on all producer milk and FMMO tests for
milk that goes into Class II shows that virtally all butterfat from producer remains in

cheese~effectively a 100% butterfat recovery. Compare Document CC, Table 23--Butterfat

Test of Producer Milk Used in Class II Products, by Federal Milk Order Marketing Area, 2006
showing 3.69% with Document 0 Table 8--Butterfat Test of Producer Milk, by Federal Milk

Order Marketing Area, 2006 showing the same butterfat percent

Based on these facts, we know is that butterfat recovery in the cheese making process is

far greater than theostensible 90 percent or the actual 89.4% that is the current fomiulas. The

current formula grossly understates the butterfat recovery that plants have using the make
allowances which they claim.

Just as the 94% is implied in the cheese yield from butterfat, so should the same factor be

used to adjust the butterfat value in the formula. Thus, with only the changes to the butterfat
recovery, the formula for protein should be as follows with changes in hold italics:
Protein"" (Cheese Price - .1682)*1.383 + ((Cheese Price -.1682)*1.653 - O.94*(BF Price))*L17.

Document TTT, Comparison of Impact on Class, Component, and Blend Prices by
Correcting Butterfat Recovery in the Cheese to Protein Formula, shows the impact of adjusting
the butterfat recovery to 94%. The resulting factor in the butterfat adjustment would go from

1.572 to 1.653. The protein component price would rise 4.05 cents, the Class i and II would
increase, at test, 12 cents, and the blend price would increase 9 cents. The average dairy farmer
would receive an additional $2,201 per year as a result of this necessary correction.

C. Change the Fat to Protein Ratio in the butterfat adjustment to the protein
component price.
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Following the goal that in fixing values, whereever practical, the weighted average

should be used, the weighted average of the FMMO system of fat to protein is 1.214 and thus
that should be the number for the fonnula protein adjustment, not the current 1.17.

The cun-ent cheese to protein fonnula adjusts the simple protein component price to act
as a residual to the difference between the Class iv butterfat and the value of butter used in

cheese. In simple tenus, the difference between the two different butterfat values wil be carred
by the protein so that the overall value of Class II at test wil not change as a result of changing

the butterfat value. Since the adjustment is being stated per pound of protein and there is less
butterfat, has to be
protein than butterfat, the rate of adjustment, first computed as per pound of

increased so that on the fewer pounds of

protein the same total value is adjusted. In that regard,

the current fonnula uses the ratio of 1.17. This represents the ratio of standardized tests of 3.5%
butterfat and 2.9915% true protein.
The problem with that ratio is that it represents a small fraction of the mìlk actually

delivered by producers. According to Document 00 and Document PP, the average tests for

butterfat and protein are 3.69% and 3.04% respectively. This represents a ratio of 1.214.

Document UUU, Ratio of Buttedat to True Protein at Various Tests, shows the ratios of
butterfat to true protein through a range of 3.2% through 3.8% butterfat and 2.85 to 3.65% of
tre protein. The increments are .05% except that 2.9915% was inserted as a row and 3.69%

was inserted as a column to show where the current ratio falls and the proposed one would falL

Having the ratio incorrectly at the standardized tests effectively undervalues milk at test

for more than one half of the producer milk marketed in the FMMO system. Again, since the

starting point is weighted average prices for the products, the concept of weighted average

should pass through the entire program. After all, it is milk at test that plants purchase, not
standard test milk

Document VVV, Comparison of Impact on Class, Component, and Blend
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Prices by Correcting Butterfat to Protein RatIo in the Cheese to Protein Formula, shows the
impact on producer prices by making this change. The impact on the protein component price is
2.24 cents. Prices at test increase seven cents and the blend price increases five cents with the

average producer at her or his test receiving an additional $1,217 per year. The impact goes

beyond that, however, because it multiplies other changes that are being proposed such as
changes to the butterfat recovery.

D. Summary of changes to the cheese to protein formula
Based upon the testimony above and the supporting documents, we are recommending

changes to the cheese to protein formula to (1) imply a 94 % butterfat recovery, (2) recognize

that 83.25% of tre protein is in casein, and (3) adjust the butterfat to protein ratio to 1.214.
Utilizing these adjustments the fonnula should be as follows:

Protein = (Cheese Price - .1682)*1.405 + ((Cheese Price -.1682)*1.653 - .94*(BF

Pnce))* 1.214.

Document WW, Comparison of Impact on Class, Component, and Blend Prices by
Correcting Yields to the Cheese to Protein Fonnulas, shows how all of these changes to the
fonnula will impact the various prices. The protein component price would increase by 8.82

cents. The Class I price at test would increase by 27 cents, the Class II by 26 cents and the
blend price by 20 cents. The average dairy producer would receive an additional $4,790.

E. Change the yield factor for NFDM to 1.02

USDA in setting the NFDM yield stated:

This final decision also changes the divisor from 1 to 0.99 in order to account for
fann-to-plant losses of nonfat solids and to simplify and provide consistency to

price fonnulas. Nonfat milk soHds in buttennilk are removed from the
computation of

the Class iv nonfat solids price.
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Prior to the Final Decision effective 2003, the fommula was a multiplier of 1. The current fommula

for NFDM to SNF states an inconsistency. According to the standards of identity, NFDM is the

product of removing water from pasteurized skim milk. The resulting powder may not "contain
more than 5 percent by weight of moisture". Document UU, Std of Identity for NFDM 21
C.F.R § 131.25. Because of the cost of drying as well as the fact that the moisture is less

valuable than the powder, the expectation is that NFDM wil be sold at nearly 95% dry matter.

The solids not fat (SNF) component price for the FMMO pricing system is based upon dry
matter with no moisture. But the current fommula implies that NFDM is drier than the SNP.

According to the standards of identity, one pound of SNF wil produce as much as 1.05 pounds
ofNFDM. It is impossible to produce less than a pound as the current fommula contends.

It is irrational to assume that there are more pounds of nonfat milk solids than there are

pounds of NFDM in a quantity of NFDM. NFDM is approximately 3.2% moisture. Thus the
Pinal Rule represents a loss of 5.2 pounds of nonfat milk solids in every 100 pounds ofNFDM or
a 5% loss.

Both Document XXX, Stephenson and Novakovic, Detemmination of Butter/Powder
Plan Manufacturing Costs Utilizing an Economic Engineering Approach, June 1990, A.E. Res.

90-6 and Document YYY, Stephenson and Novakovic, Manufacturing Costs in Ten
Butter/Powder Processing Plants, September 1989, A.E. Res. 89-12 indicates these solids are
salvaged and processed into buttemmilk powder. All of these studies show a combined NFDM
product from each pound of solids non
and buttemmilk powder yield in excess of 1.025 pounds of

fat. However, buttemmilk powder is slightly less valuable than NFDM and so we are proposing a
yield of 1.02 pounds of SNF in each pound of finished product.

Exhibit 9, admitted earlier in the hearing at page 19, includes a graphic description of the

typical butter powder plant. This shows that the output from such a plant, output paid for by the
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make allowances included in the fonnula, is not only powder and butter, but condense and
buttennilk both bulk and powder. Thus the fonnula for NFDM before adjusting for the make

allowance should be:
SNF = (NFDM - 0.1570)*1.02

Document ZZZ, Comparison of Impact on Class, Component, and Blend Prices by Correcting

the Yield of the NFDM to SNF, incorporates only the change to the NFDM yield. The change
would result in a 2.19 cent increase in the SNF component price, 18 cent increase in the Class II
at test, and 19 cent at the Class iv at test and a 4 cent blend. On the average a producer will
receive an additional $1,004.

ix.

Make Allowances

Our Proposal 15 seeks to adopt new make allowances for each of the four surveyed
commodities. We propose the adoption of

Butter

the following make allowances:

11.08 cents

Cheese

16.38 cents

NFDM

14.1 cents

Dry Whey
A.

15.0 cents

The Basis for Our Proposed Make Allowances

These make allowances are drawn directly from the survey of manufacturing plant costs

perfonned by Dr. Mark Stephenson and the Cornel1 Program on Dairy Markets and Policy. Dr.

Stephenson compiled sample weighted average costs for each commodity that allowed him to
draw inferences about the population of manufacturing plants located in federal milk marketing
areas.
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With the exception of dry whey, the make allowances we propose are identical to those
observed by Dr. Stephenson in his sample weighted average.

For dry whey, we propose

adopting the sample weighted average make allowance for nonfat dry milk and adding tin the

additional cost attributable to the energy needed to make dry whey. Dr. Stephenson's survey

indicated that this additional energy cost was approximately 0.9 cents per pound of product.
Tes6mony in past hearings suggested that this additional cost was approximately 1 to 2 cents per

pound of product. Our proposal adds 0.9 cents to the proposed make allowance for nonfat dry

milk
B.

California Data Should Not Be Included in this Federal Price Formula

The California study, a virtual census of manufacturing costs for plants in California,
cannot be used because it only reflects costs in California and those costs are admittedly higher
than in the rest of the countr. The California data also reflects a different mix of plants than in

the FMMO system both in terms of products, but also markets, location of milk to plants, and
costs. To the extent that California's industry has an impact on national pricing, that is captured

in the NASS survey which properly incorporates by implication the California cost data.

Because the plants purchasing federal order producer milk have different manufacturing

and regulatory costs, it is not proper to utilize those plant costs to approximate the costs for
federal order plants.

make allowances to compliment

California data was first included in the computation of

the data drawn from RBCS data. The RBCS data, at least prior to 2006, was not compiled and

reported for the purpose of computing make allowances. Now that USDA has abandoned the
use fo the RBCS survey to set make allowances, there is no longer a need to rely on California's

data to make up for the uncertain accuracy of the RBCS data. Wile it may have been proper to

use the audited California data as a verifying and balancing factor to the RBCS study in 2000,
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the data for Cornell is far more complete and verifiable than the RBCS survey. The Cornell data,
as a more comprehensive survey of plants in the federal order system provides a sufficient basis
to set make allowances.

x.

Conclusion
In the midst of the minutia and complexity of price fonnulas, the Departent should not

forget that the establishment of minimum prices has a real impact on dairy fanners. Absent a

viable community of dairy fanners, there wil be no dairy products, thus no need for plants to
process dairy products, and certainly no need for a Federal milk marketing system. Whether

employed by or an agent of producers or not, everyone in this room, at least for this hearing,

directly depends upon the producers and their continued ability to produce the good and
wholesome product that they do.

Nationwide there are about 9 milion milk cows, and another 3 mi1ion in heifers and dry

cows. In total, fanners have investments in almost 25 billion dollars in cattle alone in order to
provide valuable dairy products.

Fanner investment exceeds the investment of plants that

process the milk and the number of fann workers exceed the number of workers in the plants.
For example a $200 mi1ion cheese plant that requires 7 million pounds of milk per day requires
farms with 100 thousand cows, or a $450 milion investment, and over 100 employees on the

farm plus many more to handle, haul, market, and account for the milk.

On behalf of Dairy Producers of New Mexico, Select Milk Producers, Inc., Continental

Dairy Products, Inc., Lone Star Milk Producers, Inc. and Zia Milk Producers, Inc. I want to
thank the Departent for holding this hearing. We urge the Departent to adopt proposals 3, 6,
7,8 and 15.
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EXHIBIT E

Rosenbaum, Steven
From: Kristine H. Reed (kristinei§yalelawoffice.comJ
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2007 1 :50 PM
To: john.vetnei§verizon.net; Rosenbaum, Steven; mbeshore(ibeshorelaw.com; Daniel Smith

Subject: Ben Yale's testimony

Attachments: Ben's draft testimony 4-4-07.pdf

Gentlemen:
i am attaching a draft of Ben Yale's testimony. We are prepared to have Ben testify on Monday afternoon or
whenever scheduling dictates. The final testimony wil vary from this draft to some extent. Ben is continuing to
work on the testimony and edit the testimony which means that there will be changes. Some of those changes
may be substantive.
15

Also, i found out this morning that Mary Ledman wil be testifying on behalf of our clients on Proposal

(CME/NASS) only. She would like to testify first thing Tuesday morning. Because Mary just confirmed her
wilingness to testify this morning, we do not have a prepared statement for her. We do not anticipate calling any
other witnesses aside from Ben and Mary.
Our exhibits are not being provided at this time because of the volume of documents and because our staff is still
in the process of scanning them.
Kristine H. Reed

kristlr~aaf¿lawoffic~.com
Yale Law Offce, LP

P.O. Box 100
527 N. Westminster Street
Waynesfield, Ohio 45896-0100
Telephone: (419) 568-5751
Facsimile: (419) 568-6413
-~-~--------~----------~-~~~------~------~--------~~~--------------------~-~----------~- -------~----------~~-----------------------~-----------------

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS TRANSMISSION IS ATTORNEY PRIVILEGED AND/OR
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION INTENDED FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY
NAMED ABOVE. IF THE READER OF THIS MESSAGE IS NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT,
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION OR COPYING OF
THIS COMMUNICATION IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED.

EXHIBIT E
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EXHIBIT F

From; Kristine H. Reed Ikristine(fyalelawoffice.com)
Sent; Thursday, ApriJ 05, 2007 3:31 PM

To: John Vetne
Subject: Re: Ben Yale's testimony

Attachments; "AVG certification"

John,
Honestly, we have not prepared any testimony for Mary. At this rate, it wil be Monday night before we get to talk

to her about the details of her testimony, since she just advised that she would, in fact, testify Sorry. See you
Monday.
Kristine

Krstine H. Reed
krstine(gy al elawoffi ce. com
Yale Law Office, LP
p"O. Box 100
527 N. WestmInster Street
Waynesfield, Ohio 45896-0100
Telephone: (419) 568-5751
Facsimile: (419) 568-6413

==,"'=====--==============---========================.c=="'-==~
THE INORMATION CONTAID IN THIS TRANSMISSION is ATTORNEY PRIVILEGED
AND/OR
CONFIDENTIAL INORMA TrON INTENDED FOR THE USE OF THE INIVIDUAL OR ENTITY
Nfu\ÆED ABOVE. IF THE READER OF THIS MESSAGE is NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT,
YOU AR HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION OR COPYING
OF

THIS COMMil.riCATION is STRICTLY PROHIBITED.
-_.-- Original Message -----

From; John Vetne
To; KrisÜne H. Reed
Sent; Wednesday, April 04, 2007 2:32 PM
Subject: Re: Ben Yale's testimony

Thank you. i hope you wil do the same for Mary's testimony on # 15
._--- Original Message __on

From: WHjne H. Reed
To: iohn.vetne-~on.net ; sroserl1?aum~oY~,f.9Jll ; !l1?eshQ!:e(QQe~tt9JJ2!?;N.CQD ; QanieLßlTittt

Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2007 1 :49 PM
Subject: Ben Yale's testimony

Gentlemen:
t am attaching a draft of Ben Yale's testimony. We are prepared to have Ben testify on Monday afternoon or
whenever scheduling dictates. The final testimony will vary from this draft to some extent. Ben is con1inuing
EXHIBIT F

4/6/2007

to work on the testimony and edit the testimony which means that there will be changes. Some of those
changes may be substantive.
15
Also, I found out this morning that Mary Ledman wil be testifying on behalf of our clients on Proposal

(CME/NASS) only. She would like to testify first thing Tuesday morning. Because Mary just confirmed her
willngness to testify this morning, we do not have a prepared statement for her. We do not anticipate calling
any other witnesses aside from Ben and Mary.

Our exhibits are not being provided at this time because of the volume of documents and because our staff is
still in the process of scanning them.
Kristine H. Reed

hci~lneifeleiawQfflçe.ç9m
Yale Law Office, LP
P.O. Box 100

527 N. Westminster Street

Waynesfield, Ohio 45896-0100
Telephone: (419) 568-5751
Facsimile: (419) 568-6413

-~-----------~ ---~-----~~-----~~-----~------~-----~-----~-~~----- -------~~--

~----~----~--- -~-----~-----------~------~--------------~ -----~-~----~-------

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS TRANSMISSION!S ATTORNEY PRIVILEGED AND/OR
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION INTENDED FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY
NAMED ABOVE. IF THE READER OF THIS MESSAGE iS NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT,
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION OR COPYING OF
THIS COMMUNICATION IS STRICTLY PROHIB!TED.

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by A VG Free Edition.
Version: 7.5.446/ Virus Database: 268.18.25/745 - Release Date: 4/3/2007 12:48 PM
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EXHIBIT G

Rosenbaum, Steven
From:
Sent:
To:

Daniel Smith (dsmith~dairycompact.orgJ

Subject:

Thursday, April 05, 2007 7:54 PM
'STEVENS, GARRETT B.'; 'Ben Yale (Ben Yale)'; john.vetne~verizon.net; Rosenbaum,
Steven; mbeshore(0beshorelaw.com
MDIA witness statements

Attachments:

Whitcombdraft.pdf

1t

Whitcombdraft. pdf
(39 KB)

Hello: Attached is a witness statement for Walt Whitcomb, board member ofMDIA. We are
stil working on the statement amidst snow stonns and chores, but this is likely the gist of it.
Most of the attachments are USDA/ERS figures already admitted; we wil have the UME info
with his printed statement. Walt intends to testify Wednesday afternoon.
We also plan to have an expert witness, Jana Magee, testify. She has a child health issue,
now
her statement and made it uncertain as of

which has complicated both preparation of

whether she will be able to attend. If she is unable to attend and the hearing reaches our
her statement as we can through another
the substance of

proposal, we will present as much of

witness.

Thank you for your consideration.
Dan Smith

64 Main Street
P.O. Box 801
Montpelier, VT 05601
(802) 229-6661

This message is from a law firm and may contain infonnation that is confidential or legally
you have received this message in error please notify the sender by reply e-mail
without delay and discard the message from your system. Thank you for your cooperation.
privileged. If
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1

you?

3

Yes, Mr. Wellington

MR. VETNE:

2

and Mr. Schad are here with me.
Anybody else over

JUDGE PALMER:

4
5

there enter their appearance?

6

middle here then.
Benjamin F. Yale,

MR. YALE:

7
8

Yale Office,

9

Kristine Reed and

Let's go up the

I am her e wit h R Y a n Mil t n era n d

we are

here on behalf of Dairy

10

Pro d u c e r s 0 f New Me x i co, Select Milk Producers,

11

Inc.,

12

Star Milk.

Continental Dairy Products,

Inc.. and Lone

In c .

13

JUDGE PALMER:

Yes, sir?

14

MR. SMITH:

Daniel Smith from

15

Montpelier. Vermont.

16

Maine Dairy Industry Association.

I am here on behalf of the

JUDGE PALMER:

17

Yes, anyone else in

Let's go over to the right.

18

this section?

19

are going to pass Government counseL.

20

take everybody from Government later after

21

Iunch.

22

Yes,

We will

sir?

MR. ROSENBAUM:

Steven Rosenbaum.

23

representing the International Dairy Foods

24

Association.

25

We

JUDGE PALMER:

Anyone else?
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Contact Us

Firm Overview
Our team of experienced attorneys offers clients exceptional personal

Ohio Offce
527 N. WestminsJ

attention, Partners are personally involved with every case, listen carefully to

P.O. Box 100

clients' concerns and promptly respond to inquiries. Clients receive substantial

Waynesfield, Ohi(

hands-on support. We offer realistic legal assessments of our clients' GBSes

Phone: (419) 568
Tol! Free: 800~83

and continually apprise and advise them of important developments. Our in~

depth experti5e allows us to resQlve cases and 10 complete comple;. litigation
efficiently and effectively within tight time constraints and reasonable budgets.

Fax: (419) 568-6A

We take pride in our friendly, knowledgeable and efficient staff. Their skills

assist our attorneys and our clients with routine matters and In our absence.
We are pleased to be able to serve our clients with a state of the art computer

system including imaging technology to more effciently handle complex
litigation. In addition, Yale Law Office, LP uses the lastest computer technology
to assist in managing cases and communicating with ciients. In some matters,
we have established secure web sites for the sale purpose of providing cHents
with convenient access to all documents. In this way clients can get an up to
the minute status report on their case,

Our approach is simple -- we place ourseives in our clients' shoes and provide
the service we would expect.
Yale Law Office, LP has the skill, the staff, the technology and the commitment

to serve all of our clients' legal needs, from simple transactions to complex
federal litigation. As individuals we are active in our community, and believe

the many blessings we've received are meant to be shared.
Firm Philosophy
The firm's philosophy in business litigation is simple--businesses are to be run
by businessmen, not lawyers, The lawyer's role is to advise business leaders
of the opportunities and risks under the law, and only when necessary, litigate.

Contact

tÍl§COEI

Legal

The information you obtain at this site is not, nor is it intended to be. legai advice. You should consult an attar
individual advice regarding your own situation.
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Attorneys
Benjamin F. Yale
Senior Partner

Contact Us
Ohio Office
527 N. Westminsl

P,O. Box 100
Waynesfield. Ohi(

benegyalelawoffce. com

Phone: (419) 568
Toli Free: 800-33'

800-837-1421 national phone
local phone
419-568-5751 (ext 114)

Fax: (419) 568-6A

419-568-6413 facsimile

Ben Yale, senior parlner in the firm, brings
over 25 years of professional experience to

the firm with expertise in the practice areas of
agricultural law, business and corporate law
and 1itìgation and appe1late practice. He is
nationally recognized as an expert on daìry

law, regulation and policy, Ben also serves as a lobbyist for companies, large

and small. He has litigated cases in federal and state courts around the
country.

Ben has provided assistance in the formation of dozens of cooperatives in
more than ten states. He continues to serve as general counsel for many of

these modern agricultural companies, several of which have grown to be
regional and national players in the dairy industry.

Significant Cases
Gore, Inc. v. Espy, 87 F.3d 767 (5th Gir. 1996), Ben successfully represented a
dairy producer-handler in this appeal from a decision of the USDA as to what
constituted a "plant" under the federaJ milk marketing orders.

Rion v. Mom and Dad's Equipment Sales and Rentals, Inc.. 116 Ohio App. 3d

161 (1996). Ben successfully defended an out of state creditor on a claim
arising out of an old judgment. The case turned upon the legal term "specialty".

Blanchard Valley Farmers Cooperative. Inc v. Rossman; 145 Ohio App .3d 132
(2001); Blanchard Valley Farmers Cooperative, Inc. v. Níese., 153 Ohio

App.3d 795 (2001). These companion cases were successful appeals
regarding controversial option trading as part of hedge to arrive grain contracts
and the applicability of an arbitration clause in the contracts..

Education
.. Ohio Northern University. J.D.. 1980

.. Yale Univ8rsily. BA,1973

Bar Admissions
.. State of Ohio
it State of Texas
.. State of New ~l1exico

Court Admissions
.. United States Supreme Court
.. United States Tax Court
. Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals
.. Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals

.. Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals
. Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals
.. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals

. Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals
.. Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals

II District of Columbia
.. Northern District of Ohio

'" Southern District of Ohio
.. Eastern District of Michigan

.. Western District of Michigan
. Western District of Texas
'" District of New Mexico
. Eastern District of Wisconsin

AffiHations
II Agricultural Law Assocíation

" American Bar Association
. Ohio Slate Bar Association, past chair of the Litigation Section

'" State Bar of Texas
'" State Bar of New Mexico
. Auglaize County Bar Association (past president)

Birthplace
'" Lima. Ohio
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The information you obtain at this site is not, nor is it intended to be. legal advice. You should consult an attor
individual advice regarding your own situation.
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